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A chronology for the region surrounding Biscayne Bay in Southeast 

Florida is presented using all suitably reported ceramic material 

and the quantitative seriation method. The intention is to go 

beyond the present chronology of distinct ceramic periods to one 

that liiJre clearly presents the development of the prehistoric ceramic 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

-· 
In Florida archaeology the geographical region surrounding 

Biscayne Bay, including the South Florida Keys, has long been 

considered part of the Tekesta subarea of the Glades Archaeological 

area defined by Jolm M. Goggin. The chronology of the region is 

made up of three distinct periods, each with a distinct cerandc 

coop lex. These are Glades I, II and III, each in tum divided into 

subperiods, and in some cases sub-subperiods. 

The writer feels that considering the region (hereafter Bay 

Area) a porticn of a subarea of an archaeological area detracts from 

the possibilities of recognizing cultural implications that a JOOre 

specialized approach might provide. Furthennore, the chronology, 

serving primarily as a scheme for cataloging artifacts, is inadequate 

for denxmstrating prehistoric ceramic developnents on a continuum. 

The intent of this paper is to examine the ceramic evidence 

in the Bay Area with an eye tcMard the possibility of its being 

distinct enough from surrounding regions to be classified as a ceramic 

area in its own right. 

With this as a beginning effort, the long range purpose of 

prehistorians dealing with South Florida should be replacement of the 

current archaeological area and subarea scheme through origination of 

a ceramic area scheme based on localized developments. With this 
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accnnplished it would be possible to test hypotheses oriented toward 

1he developnent of culture areas. 

'Ihe basis of this ex.aminaticn is a ceramic chronology developed 

through the quantitative seriation method devised by A. L. Kroeber 

(see Ford 1962:4) and best exemplified in the work of Janes A. Ford 

(1952, 1962) • The ceramic material providing the seriation data comes 

from sites described in the available literature on the Bay Area 

which were of sufficient quality to prove useful. (I.e., they provided 

sherd counts by clearly defined provenience units.) 



II 

BAY AREA 

The Bay Area COJJl'ri.ses portions of three of five natural areas 

used by Goggin in a breakdown of his Tekesta subarea. A fourth 

portion has been developed through subsequent woTk by the writer. The 

follaring breakdam is in tenns specific to the Bay Area with 

inclusion of Goggin's tenns and refetences for natural descriptions. 

South Florida Keys (Goggin's Florida Keys). The chain of islands 

stretdrlng south and west from Key Largo at the southeastern end of 

the Florida Peninsula belOW' Biscayne Bay, to Key West (Goggin and 

SoDiner 1949:17-21, Goggin MS). 

Biscayne Bay l\'est (Goggin's Eastern Everglades bordered on the 

north approximately by the Dade-Broward County line and south by the 

landfall north of Key Largo). This portion is located along the western 

side of the north-south coastal ridge which extends to the southeastern 

end of the Florida peni.n5ul.a separating the Everglades from Biscayne 

Ba"f and Atlantic Oceai""l (Tebeau 1968; 20, Goggin MS) • 

Biscayne Bay East (Goggin's East Coast bordered on the north and 

south as Bay \\est). This portion is located on the east side of the 

coastal ridge also including the sand beach ridge environs northeast 

of Biscayne Bay south to Key Biscayne. The beach ridge is exposed to 

the Bay on the west and the Atlantic to the east (Tebeau 1968:20, 

Goggin MS). 
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NorJl Florida Keys. The chain of islands str-etCI'ii.ng north from 

Key Largo to the Ragged Keys comprising the southeastern environs of 

Biscayne Bay. They are exposed to the Bay on the west and the Atlantic 

Ocean on the east. This area is largely within the boundaries of 

the Biscayne National Seashore smveyed for the first tine for 

prehistoric cultural content by the writer in the sUIIDJer of 1973. The 

decision to develop this area as distinct from the South Florida Keys 

rests en the somewhat marginal capacity of the islands for supporting 

e permanent population as opposed to the larger Keys in the southern 

group. Also, their proximity to sites across the Bay would render 

them likely outposts for specialized cultural activities in an ocean, 

as opposed to Bay or inland, envil'Oilllent. ExalJ¥>les would be gathering 

the larger species of shellfish and hunting sea turtles. Evidence 

for both activities is strongly indicated by prehistoric materials 

recovered in the survey above (Voss 1969:1-23, Sears and Me Gregor 

19.74~1-.3) .. 



III 

PREHIS'IORIC OJLnJRE 

Prehistoric culture of the Bay Area appears tmifonn over space 

in such attributes as pottery, tools, weapons and omanents. 

Differentials among sites reflect a variety of subsistence activities 

through faunal remains. lhis is sOIIEWhat to be expected in a region 

of many ecozones supplying a hmting and gathering economy. Ocean, 

Bay and smaller island sites indicate exploitation of marine resources, 

while larger islands and Biscayne Bay West display heavier dependence 

on terrestrial resources. These differences reflect specialized 

hmting and gathering activities within the sane cultural complex. 

lhe ceramic continumn shows gradual changes through three 

horizons. Horizon is used here due to the nature of the ceramic 

tecord. The preponderance of a distinct plain type of pottery 

throughout argues for a single ceramic tradition. Olanges cone in 

around, or are supe~ed an, this basic tradition. 

It might be noted here that a ceramic contimn.un is only an 

aspect of a cultural continuum. It is a tool for drawing cultural 

inplications and not an end in itself. 

Bay Area ceramics operating on a horizon level do not preclude 

other aspects of the cultural contin\DJII\ operating at a tradition level, 

or in the franework of the double tradition described by Prufer (1965: 
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127-9). ~ver, these speculations are beyond the scope of work 

reported en the Bay Area to date and necessarily beyond the scope of 

this paper. 



IV 

ME'IH)D - QUANTITATIVE SERIATION 

Quantitative seriation for developing a ceramic chronology was 

fi.TSt suggested by A. L. Kroeber in 1916, and used by Leslie Spier in 

the analysis of surface collections fran the vicinity of Zuni., New 

Mexico (Ford 1962:4). Work most descriptive and exemplary has been 

done by James A. Ford (1952), and more recently by JanEs Deetz (1967: 

26-33) • The following is a brief description of the requirements as 

outlined by Ford (1962:41-2), and their adaptation to the Bay Area. 

The fil'St requisite is a well defined and consistent typology 

oriented to the area concemed. Types applicable to the Bay Area 

come from John M. Goggin and Gordon F. Willey. Their descriptions 

and certain modifications for consistency are discussed under Typolog:·. 

The second requi.si te is ceramic material referenced as 

strictly controlled provenience units whether from surface collections 

or excavations. It is preferable to have units with totals of more 

than 100 sherds to give reliable percentages of occurrence. For this 

seriation, harever, adherence to a 100 rule would have cut the 

available material by 88 of 165 units or 53.3%. As a solution, units 

of less than 100 sherds were tried out and eliminated only if they 

proved to be distorted. By trial only 26 units, or 15.76%, were lost 

which is relatively lCM for this type of analysis when using material 
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reported by several ;Tlvestigators from dispersed sites. 

A third requisite is the necessity for each unit to represent 

a short period of time. This is necessary to keep earlier and later 

materials from being mixed in a unit, rendering it useless for 

seriation. This presents a problem with a Ill.Jilber of Bay Area sites 

ldrl.ch can be characterized by shallcw midden deposits representing 

either one long occupation, or intermittent occupation over a long 

ti.De span. It should be noted here that the Bay Area is unique in not 

having the thick oyster and clam shell middens that characterize many 

sites to the north in Bxward and Palm Beach Counties, or to the west 

around the Everglades and up the west coast. It is diffi~t to 

excavate units representing short periods under these conditions. 

Shallowness also subjects many sites inordinately to the 

effects of erosion. This is particularly true of coastal sites subject 

to rising sea levels (Scholl and Stuiver 1967:abstract), stonn and tidal 

forces (Sears and Me Gregor 1974:16). Erosion effectively flattens or 

rearranges thin soil and sand middens, dumping material into a disarray 

that cannot be sorted into useable units by any recovezy method. 

Material of this nature is useful only if a site represents a single 

short occupation, or reliable horizontal ~trati~aphy can be 

demonstrated. This is also the primary problem with mst large surface 

collections from the Bay Area that are too hOJIDgeneous typologically 

for consideration. 

This work is one of strict application and not intended to be 

a discussion of the relative rrerits of the rethod. For further reading 

in that realm see the critique and references from Me Nutt (1973: 

45-60). Here the main intent is the dictum that all prehistorians 
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follow, or should--that material IDDSt be handled in the best way 

possible £or a given purpose 9 here cbnmology. 



v 

'IYPOLOGY - CERAMIC 

The ceramic typology developed by Goggin and Willey, into which 

prehistoric material from the Bay Area falls, with few exceptions , is 

divided into the Glades, St. Johns and Belle Glade Series. The 

differentials are based on paste composi tian with the exception of the 

designation ''Biscayne" in some of the literature. This tem was used 

by Goggin to cover St. Johns Paste ceramics from the Glades Area. This 

split was made because Goggin felt using St. Johns might "suggest a 

greater cultural cormection than intended" (Goggin MS). The COIUlection 

has been recognized as mre important than Goggin suspected and by 

recognized procedures of pottery nomenclature (Willey 1949b:408, note 

74) Biscayne has been dropped. Another problem in the literature is 

Goggin's designation of the chronology of the site on Upper Matea.mbe 

Key specific to itself. There is no apparent reason for this, and 

Matecunbe I and II periods belong in Glades periods II and III as 

:indicated in the back of the Matecuube site report (Goggii"l and SOiiir.er 

1949:98). 

For purposes here type descriptions are by series and restricted 

to paste COJiq)Osition, decoration, and region of origin. Paste is 

described tmder plain types and carries through decorated types in each 

series~ For further infonnation. see references cited. 
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Glades Series 

Glades Plain- Manufactured by coiling. Heavily tempered with 

quartz sand. Texture loose and friable when rubbed between the fingers. 

Hardness 2.5 to 4 (Moh's scale), color of surfaces light tan or gray 

to dark brown or black and often red-orange due to firing variation, 

core black (Goggin and Samer 1949: 33) • 

The counts for Glades Plain in this study include the Glades 

Red type (Goggin and SOllllEr 1949: 34) and miscellaneous shell tempered 

sh~t'ds. Both are plain, occur in insignificant aiii)unts and appear 

erratically over tiDE. Furthermore, material classified as shell 

tempered is all sand tempered with probably accidental inclusions of 

insignificant amounts of shell (\1'. H. Sears: personal conmmication). 

Origin is local. 

Glades Tooled- Decoration consists of rim tooling. The lip was 

built up into a thickened...rl!lge and a small round or V-shaped tool was 

pressed down into the damp clay to create a series of parallel ridges. 

The resultant design was a series of parallel grooves across the lip 

all the way around the top of the vessel (Goggin and So11111er 1949: 35) • 

There is a range of variation in the angle of the grooves to the vessel 

walls both horizontally and vertically as well as in quality of 

execution. Herein the data for Glades Tooled includes all material 

reported that indicates any such treatnent of the rim. 

There is a problem here that may explain the occasional 

irregularity of its appearance. Willey (1949a:95-6) classified it as 

Glades Plain with flattened grooved lips (plate 14 a, b,: 137) and 

fluted lip (plate 14 c:l37). In gaps in the seriation chart where it 
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might have appeared but is absent the classifieT may have been fo1100l1g 

Willey's ncmmclature. Origin is local. 

Surlside Incised- Decoration by iru:isicm. The design ccmsists of 

from one to three straight line incisicms made parallel to and slightly 

below the lip (Goggin and SODJJer 1949:41). lhe data here is based on 

a small aJII)unt of material with more than three (up to five) lines. 

Origin is local. 

Matecuni>e Incised- Decoration by incision. The basic design 

consists of a series of triangles whose apexes intersect the lip o£ the 

vessel. Comnanl.y these triangles are crosshatched with a series of 

slanted lines. The decoration is restricted to the upper portion of 

the vessel in a single zone (Goggin and Scmmer 1949:38-9). Origin is 

local. 

Dade Incised- Decoration by incision. The design consists of six 

slanting lines in two groups of three that intenningle in a baseless 

triangle motif. The component lines do not actually cross, stopping 

before contact and continuing in second incision strokes. The 

decoration was probably restricted to the upper portion of the vessel 

in a zone around the rim (Goggin and SomoEr 1949:35-6). Origin is 

local. 

OQa Locka Incised- Decoration by incision. Design CODq>Osed of a 

series of damward opening semicircles in vertical rows in a single 

zone belCM the lip (Goggin and Smmer 1949: 40) • Origin is local. 

Miami Incised- Decoration by incision. Design consists of groups 

of diagonal parallel lines nomally 3.5 cen'tineters long and one 

centimeter apart. There are three to four lines to a group and the 
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groups a."'e placed in a zone aromd the vessel just below the lip. The 

space between the groups is approximately equal to the length of one 

(Goggin and SOUlier 1949: 39). Origin is local. 

Key Largo Incised- Decoration by incision. Design consists of a 

series of usually connected, open loops slanting slightly to the 

right with their open sides dam. Distribution is restricted to a 

zone just belCM the vessel rim encircling it (Goggin and SOJmer 1949: 

36-7) • Origin is local. 

Fort Drum Incised- Decoration by incision. Vertical or diagonal 

incised gashes or ticks on the upper rim, lip or from the lip dam 

onto the rim (Goggin 1964: 171) • Origin is discussed under Type 

Distributions. 

Fort Drum Punctate- Decoration by punctation. Design consisting of 

two rCMS of roundpunctations placed close to each other parallel to 

the plane of the lip and directly belCM it (Goggin and SaJ!ner 1949: 

37-8). Origin is discussed under Type· Distribution. 

St. Johns Series 

St. Johns Plain- Manufactured by coiling. Nonnally without temper 

but occasionally with fine fiber. texture s100oth, soft and chalky, 

hardness 2.5 to 3 (Moh's scale), surface color light gray, core varies 

from black to a dark gray (Goggin and Sonmer 1949: 44-5) • Origin is in 

the northeastern region of the state in the St. John.s River drainage 

basL"l and environs. 

Sherds classified as Goodland Plain have been included with 

St. Johns Plain. This material from the Bay Area is site specific to 

work done by Goggin, the Goodland type originator. His description in 
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the Goodland Point Site report (1964:151) notes that it is a type 

representing a new series. 

The paste is the mst distinct feature of the ware, yet 
the JOOSt difficult to characterize. It seeDS to be 
related to the chalky series in that it is soft and 
sDDoth in texture but in contrast contains fine grit 
as a tempering material, a feature of the Glades Series. 
However this tempering is much finer. 

If any range of variation is allowed for paste composition, 

as in Rouse's St. Jolms Plain type description (1951: 221), the 

material Goggin described adds up to St. Jolms Plain. The writer 

feels that this tentative conclusion can be applied until further 

investigation of the matter. 

St. Jolms Cleek Stamped- Decoration by stamping with a carved 

paddle. Design consisting of a parallel arrangement of longitudinal 

and transverse lands which describe a series of depressed rectangles. 

Distribution is over the entire vessel surface (Goggin and Somer 

1949:45). Origin is in the northeastern region of the state in the 

St. Jobns River drainage basin and environs. 

Belle Glade Series 

Belle Glade Plain- Tempered with a moderate anr:>unt of fine sand, 

texture fairly even with slightly contorted but compact paste structure, 

hardness internediate between Glades and St. Johns scratching at 3.5 

to 4 (Moh's scale), surface color dirty white with black smudging, 

core gray to black (Willey 1949a: 25) • In describing surface finish 

it is noted that "exterior surfaces . • . show long streaks made by 

the smothing implement. In smoothing, temper particles are often 

pulled out of the paste" (Willey: Ibid.). The basic type description 

allows the inclusion of material either St. Johns-like or Glades-like 
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as Belle Glade. This may account for its erratic appearance in 

seriation. W. H. Sears (peTSonal C01llli.Dti.cation) has suggested that 

this type is best distinguished by the characteristic surface with 

scratches and pits, and not paste composition. Origin is to the 

northwest in the central region of the state around Lake Okeechobee. 

Miscellaneous Types of Small Occurrence 

These are ~ortant as indicators of contact with the northwestern 

and central Gulf Coast regions of the state throughout the chronology. 

The type descriptions are restricted to region of origin and 

chzanological position ~~ere. 

Pinellas Plain- Central Gulf Coast and Manatee region; Safety 

Harbor period OWilley 1949b:482). 

Englewood Incised- Englewood Site, Sarasota GOtmty; between Weeden 

Island and Safety Harbor periods (Willey 1949b:472). 

Perlco Plain or Pasco Plain- Shenis reported only as "Limestone 

TelJllered" that could be either Perlco Plain or Pasco Plain. Perico

Perico Island an Gulf coast; .may crossdate wit~ Glades I ~r II or both 

(Willey 1949b:364). Pasco- Central Florida; Weeden Island I and II 

OWilley 1949b:446-7). 

Little Manatee Shell Stamped- Southern central Gulf coast 

and Manatee region; Weeden Island II OWilley 1949b:444). 

Deptford Simple Stanped~ Norw'm-est Gulf Coast and Georgia Coast; 

~ptford and Swift Creek (Willey 1949b:357-8). This type is of 

particular interest because of its early chronological position and 

appearance in the North Florida Keys. 

Miscellaneous Sherds 

In a general sense these are discussed at length by Goggin (MS) 

but require special handling here discussed under Seriation Data. 
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CERAMIC MATERIAL 

Material for this chronology cODEs from a variety of sources. 

Sites, IU.Dii>er of provenience units represented by each, and references 

are listed below. Site designations are in accordance with the 

Florida Master Site File and are up to date with Florida Atlantic 

University Site File listings. County abbreviations at~: Dade- Da 

and ltbnroe- Mo. Florida Atlantic Site File references indicate that 

there was enough material in the file on sites so indicated to be 

useful here, and are abbreviated FAU. 

Sites Units References 

Da 1 8 SeaTS and Me Gregor 1974!5-8 and FAU. 
9 19 Goggin 1964:168 and FAU. 

11 Laxson 1968:57. 
30 5 Brooks 1956:41. 
34 Goggin FAU. This site and Da 96 are located on the 

sane midden representing work by different people at 
different tires. Da 34 material has never been 
published, although Goggin refers to the site as 
Tamiami. Trail 3 (Goggin 1950: 11) • For purposes here 
they may be kept separate. 1ne snag is noted for 
anyone using the material in th~ future. 

Da 44 2 Laxson 1959a: 7. 
45 2 Laxson 1957:15 
75 12 Laxson 1953a:6. 
76 13 Laxson 1953b:97. 
77 2 Laxson 1954a:93. 
82 2 Laxson 1954b:112-3. 
85 1 Laxson 1970:153. 
86 5 " " " 
89 2 Laxson 1957:22. 
90 2 " " !! 
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Sites Units .P.:eferenc:es 

Da 91 2 Laxson 1957:22. 
92 2 Laxson 1959a: 7. 
93 2 " II " 
94 3 Laxson 1959c: 61. 
95 3 Laxson 1959b:40. 
96 5 " " It (note Da 34 above) 
97 3 Laxsm 1959c: 61. 
98 3 " " " 

100 3 Laxson 1970:153. 
148 1 Sears and Me Gregor 1974:12 and FAU. 

Mo 17 8 Goggin and Sonil~r 1949:83-5. 

26 139 Total sites and units used. 

One hundred and thirty-nine lmi.ts from twenty-six sites were 

used out of a total one hundred and sixty-five units from thirty sites 

tried for seriation. '!Wenty-six tmits, including five from four 1- to 

2-unit sites, were eliminated. The total site record for Dade county 

and the South Florida Keys portion of Monroe County was examined in 

this selection. ~bst of the surface collections were eliminated. 

EUndnations were made due to conditions discussed tmder Method. 

Additional site material for descriptive and comparative 

pmposes in the discussion of the chl'Ollology and its implications will 

be referenced as it is used. County abbreviations are: Palm Beach -

Pb, Glades - Gl, Collier - Cr, and Bn:Mard - Bd. 
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SERIATION MTA 

Converting material reported into seriation data entailed 

several incidences of classification lumping not discussed under 

Typology. Miscellaneous material is c:lassified as Miscellaneous, 

Miscellaneous Gritty \\'are and Miscellaneous Incised and Punctate. 

The amount of the fi 1'St is negligible. Miscellaneous Incised and 

Punctate at least tell if there is a design motif. The evidence 

suggests that Goggin's ~ti.scellaneous Gritty Ware is largely decorated 

also (Goggin and SOJIItler 1949:104, plate 2) • ''Miscellaneous Gritty" 

gives no indication of this however, and should be dropped from usage 

in favor of even a sonewhat descriptive te111linology where there is 

doubt, such as Miscellaneous Incised. To clear up this confusion 

within the :franework of what is necessary for seriation, all 

miscellaneous material has been put together into what could be called 

Miscellaneous Iecorated Primarily by Incision. With this note, and for 

the sake of s~licity, the writer feels that one Miscellaneous will 

suffice. 

The classification of material as variants of types, while useful 

in analysis for other purposes, was treated here by lumping variants 

with parent types. The numbeYS of variants reported are lc:M, and in 

this endeavor the writer feels that more is to be gained from ccmbination 

than from dispel'Sal. 
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VIII 

SERIATION OIART DATING 

Dates for this chronology were adapted from the latest relative 

ceramic chronology devised by Goggin (1950a: 10). Subperiods and sub

subperiods have been discarded. The three horizon maxi.Jm.Dns 

demnstrated by the chart are dated by the midpoints of Glades I, II 

and III. In the interest of the intention stated in the Introduction, 

to examine the Bay Area in the light of its own ceramic prehistory, 

these horizons have been designated Bay I, II, and III. Bay I is 

earliest on the lower left, dominated by St. Johns Plain pottery, and 

the maximum dated 400 B.C. Bay II in center is dominated by Key Largo 

Incised pottety and maxiDllDil dated A.D. 550. The Bay III maximum on 

upper right, dominated by St. Johns Check Stamped and Glades Tooled 

pottery, is set at A.D. 1450. 

The lower chart limit encompassing preceramic anc! initial Bay 

tradition occupations is not finnly established. This reflects the 

tendency of research in Southeast Florida to push earliest occupation 

further into the past toward some as yet tmfathomed date. Tentatively 

it is circa 1100 B.C. in accordance with the earliest radiocarbon date 

available. It was taken from two Stronbus celts recovered at the Peace 

Canp Site (Bd 52) (McMers and Williams 1972: 18) in southern Broward 

Comty slightly north of the Bay Area. Using radiocarbon dating wi t.lt 
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shell material poses reliability problems, but in this instance the 

date fits the tendency above. 

1he upper limit is easier to establish because there is 

historic record, if confusing, of the last of the indigenous peoples 

with which this chronology is conce111ed, circa A.D. 1800 (Goggin 1964: 

124) • 



IX 

SERIATION OfART CONSTRlJCI'ION 

1he percentages per type per un:i t represented by the bars on 

the seriation chart required alteration to offset the ovetweight of 

Glades Plain material discussed above. This was accomplished by 

reducing Glades Plain percentages by half. To highlight the behavior 

of the relatively scarce decorated types their percentages were 

multiplied by ten. 

The apparent Glades Plain horizons demonstrated on the 

seriation chart (gaps from phasing out one horizon type before the 

other is finnly established) are contrivances of the writer. The 

pmpose here is to demarcate each of the defined horizons as distinctly 

as possible. Within limits of the method considerable intergradation 

could have been deDDilStrated • 

.nJe to the nature of method and material the dating scheme 

is not evenly portrayed from bottan to top. This reflects cultural 

ramifications affecting the ceramic conti.J¥,rum to be discussed tmder 

Cultural Implications. It is also evidence that maaT..i.11gful infonnation 

cmmot always te put in a neat franEwork when dealing with dead 

cultures, as many would have it. 

The chart was constructed with the intent of providing a 

chronological progression from early on bottom left to late on upper 

right. Prier to construction it was decided that the arrangement of 
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types with the three main se.1.i.es Pla.i11S on the left, iiicised decorated 

types in the center, and other decorated types to the right of center 

would produce this eff~ct. Decorated and plain trade sherd types of 

l<M occurrence, and Miscellaneous, were consigned to the right. This 

schene proved out and is presented belc::M. 

Due to space limitations, sixteen units showing lOOt Glades 

Plain have not been placed on the chart here. Stratigraphically they 

belong bel<Jol the lowest units before the Bay I horizon. However, they 

are still represented in the 139 unit used total, and, if placed 

would make up the section of the chart representing the origination of 

the Bay tradition discussed tmder Cu1 tural Implications. 

1he provenience units listed on the left side of the chart are 

coded by first letter of site county designation (D = Da, M = Mo), site 

n'Uilber, pit nunber where mre than one horizontal unit per site was 

recorded, and level nunber. Therefore, D- 34-1-1 represents Dade 

County., site lllJIIi:Jer thirty-four., pit one, level one.. D-92-1 represents 

Dade County, site number ninety-two, level one, where no horizontal 

record was made. D-9-2(10-15)-1 represents Dade County site number 

nine, trench number two, a section between ten and fifteen feet from 

datum, level one. 



X 

TYPE DISTRIBtJI'IONS 

Types are discussed from left to right on the chart. This is 

in their approximate order of appearance in the Bay Area. Time moves 

from bottom to top. The chronology moves in two d.inensions diagonally 

across the chart. 

Glades Plain appears bottom left as the only type with consequent 

lOOt occurrence. With few exceptions, it remains relatively constant 

in high percentage of occurrence throughout as the local basic Bay 

tradition indicator. 

Belle Glade Plain occurs sporadically throughout, indicating contact 

with the Okeechobee region of the state. There is a population maximum 

in the Okeechobee region from 0 to A.D. 600 or 700. Dating for this 

maxi.DUim was detennined through work done at the Fort Center Site 

(Gl 12) by W. H. Sears (personal coJJI11Lmication) • The ceramic max:i.mLun 

for the type occurs IIBJCh later in the 16th century after a decline in 

popula'f'ion in th.e Okeechobee region; w!'l..en fewer people were a.dh..erin_g 

more closely to the type. 

There was, h<Mever, a ceramic maxiDUim for the type in the Gold 

Q>ast region on the Atlantic coast that corresponds to the population 

maxiDUim in the Okeechobee region. The coastal ceramic maximum was 

deiOOilStrated through work done at Boca Raton (Pb 56) by John Furey 

(1972:36) using firmly controlled classification criteria discussed 
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under Typology. 

There is slight indication of a correspondent ceramic maxinn.Dn 

in the Bay Area during the Bay II horizon. This does not preclude 

the possibility of horizons in other cultural attributes as discussed 

under Prehistoric Culture. With the problems discussed under 

Typology, it is postulated that contact between the Okeechobee region 

and the Bay Area was stronger than the ceramic continuum indicates. 

The frequency of St. Johns Plain deiOOilStrates that the Bay I 

horizon was St. Johns dominated. Thereafter it becomes erratic 

indicating a lessening of contact with the St. Johns region to the 

north, replaced by contact with the Okeechobee region to the northwest 

during the Belle Glade population maximum there. At this sane ti.JOO 

there is the Belle Glade maxiJmJm in the Gold Coast region north of 

the Bay Area interceding between it and the St. Jolms region. This 

decline of contact with the St. Johns region continues mtil the 

appearance of St. Johns Check Stamped pottezy in the Bay Area during 

the Bay III horizon. 

It is interesting to note here that Bay I and III are dominated 

by influence from the north along the coastal ridge. This brackets 

Bay II as a horizon of contact with the Okeechobee region while 

influence from there was manifest in the Belle Glade maximum in the 

Gold Coast region between the Bay Area and the St. Jolms region. It 

appears that the center of basic outside contact for the Bay Area was 

along the coastal ridge to the north, broken by events in the 

Okeechobee region during the Bay II horizon. Examination of this 

situation and tentative explanation appears under Cultural Implications. 
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Fort Drum Incised and Plmctate are treated together because of their 

appearance in conjmction both at the type site and in Bay I. They 

also supply the first indications of ceramic decoration in the Bay Area. 

The source for these innovations is not clear. The position taken here 

is that they originated locally and moved westward to the type site 

where they appear later (Goggin MS) • This is somewhat tmorthodox by 

the standards usually applied to the Bay Area as a sole receiver of 

cultural change inputs in earlier times. HCMevex:, it mst be recognized 

that this inception just follCMs the peak of early contact with the St. 

Johns area where ceramic decoration by incision was already est3blished. 

Hare the problem of the presence of St. Johns Plain pottery without any 

St. Jolms Incised must be dealt with. 

The position taken is that the relative amotmt of St. Johns 

Plain in the Bay Area is small. Furthezmore, the proportion of St. Johns 

Incised to St. Jolms Plain in other regions is small enough to preclude 

its appearance in the Teami of the Bay Area. Ferguson demonstrated at 

South Indian Field that percentage of distribution for St. Jolms 

Incised out of St. Johns Series types is approximately 3% or less 

(1951: 39-40). ~re closely associated with the Bay Area are the 

findings of ~ers and Williams at the Peace C~ Site where 295 St. 

Johns Plain sherds were recovered to 2 St. Johns Incised (1972:9). 

With these figures it is not surprising that it has been missed in the 

Bay Area so far, if it will ever be fomd. 

Key Largo Incised appears in Bay II and becomes the dominant type 

of that horizon. The period maximum corresponds with the Belle Glade 

horizons of t.~e Okeechobee region and Atlantic coast. Bay II is nust 
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clearly distinguished by the prolifer-ation of incised types. This is 

.a phenCJDencn of local Bay Atea origin as reflected in type designations. 

'!his local horizon of incised designs covers the longest span in time 

in the chronology fran 0 to A.D. 1100. 

Miami Incised appears in Bay II reaching a maximum somewhat before 

that of Key Largo Incised. In the literature it has been considered 

somewhat earlier than Key Largo (Goggin and Sommer 1949:82-3). The 

position here is that this is a reflection in peak popularity and 

not original inception where it appears along with the other incised 

types. 

Opa Locka Incised pit'"~:&..'nts some problem because of its early 

appearance at one site with the Fort Dnun types, although in smaller 

JUDibers and upper levels (Goggin 1964:168). Its previously recognized 

position as contemporary in inception with the other incised types of 

Bay II is somewhat clouded. The stand here is that it may be a 

forenmner, hut mre material is desirable to .establish it .as such.. In 

any event it only beccmes finnly established during Bay II. 

Dade Incised never occurs anywhere in particularly significant 

nuni>ers. fbwever, it is finnly representative of the Bay II horizon 

of incised types. 

Matecunbe Incised appears slightly later than the other incised 

types of Bay II, and peaks slightly later than Key Largo Incised. 

However, it remains finnly representative of the Bay II horizon. 

Surfside Incised is an incised type that appears nruch later than 

the others in the Bay III horizon. It remains as the only incised mtif 

i11 Bay III; distinctly subordinate to check stamped and rim tooled 
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design tedmiql~. 

St. Johns Check Stamped is evidence of the resumption of influence 

ftom the St. Johns region in Bay III follCJdng the domination of 

incised types and contact with the Okeechobee region in Bay II as 

discussed \Dlder St. Jolms Plain. 

Glades Tooled ocCUTS sporadically and in WTY small aJOO\Dlts during 

Bay II dominated by incised types. However, with the lessening of 

incised 'tj'Jle popularity and the resumption of influence from the St. 

Johns region, it gains strength and becomes the dominant decorated type 

of Bay III. Consequently it does not appear to be an innovation of 

Bay III, but reflects the gaining of popularity of a design that has 

been marginally extant over a long period of time. The gain in 

popul.ari ty may be accomted for by increasing contact with other areas, 

particularly the central Gulf Coast where similar rim treatnents 

appear in Pinellas Plain ceramics. 

Miscellaneous types are taken together here because their limited 

occ:urrence does not allow the demonstration of seriation pattems. As 

a whole they show increased contact with the central and northern Gulf 

Coast during Bay III. '!his is synOil}'IIIOm with increased contact with 

the central and northern Atlantic Coast demonstrated by St. Jolms Cleek 

StalJiled during the same horizon. 

The appearance of Pinellas Plain should be noted as an exception 

here because it was a possible source for the gain in popularity of rim 

tooling. Willey describes the rim form ::~.-; thickened or sometimes 

folded; and lip fonn as having slight to deep indentations, crimping or 

ticking.on exterior edge OWilley 1949b:482;fig. 67;Pl.SO, a-d;Pl.S2, b). 
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The time pe".i.od for it is Safety Harbor, as noted above under 'l)tpology. 

This fits well with the peak of Glades Tooled as relatively late in 

the Bay III horizon ~illey 1949b:l93,Fig.l9). 

Miscellaneous sherds are ordinarily something of a burden. 

However, with the treatment of this material as descP,bed under 

Seriation Data, and noting again that it is largely decorated by 

incision, it anplifies the dominance of that decoration technique 

during Bay II. 



XI 

CJL1URAL IMPLICATIONS 

The ceramic chronology demonstrates three horizons in the 

ceramic continuum of the Bay Area designated Bay I, II and III. 

Preceding these horizons is the establishment of the basic Bay 

tradition indicated by the appearance of Glades Plain pottery. HcMever, 

the record tells us little about the latter, apparently due to its use 

by a lCM density, widely dispersed population engaged in a hunting and 

gathering economy. There is a little evidence for pre ceramic 

occupation of the Bay Area (Andel'Son 1974). 

The Bay I horizon lasts from approximately 600 B.C. to 0 

with its maximnn circa 400. lt is dominated by the infusion of St. 

Jolms Plain pottery into the Bay Area from the St. Johns region to the 

n:orth. SooEwhat past the maximum, Fort Drum Incised and Punctate 

designs appear on the local Glades paste. Of similar occurrence is 

the Cpa Locka Incised design, with caution taken in evaluating this 

early appearance. Concurrent with the decline in contact with the St. 

Johns region is the increase in contact with the Okeechobee region and 

Atlantic Coast region aromd Boca Raton. This is minimally 

denmstrated in the chronology by the slight occurrence of Belle Glade 

Plain pottery discussed mder Type Distributions. 

The reasons for and nature of early contact with the St. Johns 

region are not clear. It is postulated here that COJ!Illen:ial trade was 
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th~ basis. With the aDX)tmt of cer.mti.c material be:L1g traded in, there 

arises the problem of what was being traded out. It DllSt be recognized 

that trade goods with poor preservation qua1i ties may be an answer, but 

their nature would preclude their occurrence in the prehistoric record. 

It is postulated that in retum for St. Johns pots the Bay Area people 

were trading shell implements manufactured for that pmpose. Evidence 

for this acti. vi. ty canes from two specialized si t~s located in the 

North and South Florida Keys. These have yielded an overwhelming 

preponderance of shell implenents relative to the average site in the 

record (Goggin MS:Mo 12; Seal'S a&ld Me Gregor 1974:12). The mjor 

portion of these i.q>lements is coqrosed of blanks, axes, adzes, and 

scrapers using ncmmclature from D. D. Laxson (1964: 215) • The major 

material is the heavy lip of the conch Stronbus Gigas. The prehistoric 

range of Stronbus Gigas in quanti ties sufficient to make specialized 

harvesting feasible would be of interest. This infonnation is not 

available at present, but they were ab1md;mt in the vicinity of the 

sites historically. It must be noted here that the possibility exists 

that these sites were used for the constiUction of dugout canoes. 

There were large mahogany trees on the Keys mtil heavy logging 

reduced their nunbers in historic times (Voss 1969:17) • 

. Furthering these postulations is the nature of the Snapper 

Creek Site (Da 9) located near the creek's mouth on Biscayne Bey. A 

relatively large moount of St. Johns Plain pottezy was recovered there 

along with the later attendant Glades types (Goggin 1964:168). This 
. 

may have been a landfall for trade materials coming over from the North 

Florida Keys where me of the specialized sites is located. 
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The iliplement ty-pes &~ widely n:pu~u:d in u'le souiliem portion 

of the St. Jolms region during this period but there is no way of 

detel"'IIining whether they were of local origin or appeared as postulated. 

lbiever, small amounts of Glades Plain pottery appear in the area during 

the equivalent Malabar I period (Rouse 1951:246; FeTguscm 1951:39). 

lhe amount of Glades pottery represt-~lted there is nme than offset by 

the amount of St. Jolms pottery found in the Bay Area. This precludes 

direct even exchange in ceramics, implying that sane other materials 

were traded. Quite possibly, shell implemmts were involved. 

The population level in the Bay Area during Bay I remains 

small as indicated by the small llUIIber of sites. This is demonstrated 

by the vertical compactness of the horizon on the dmmological chart, 

a product of the small nunber of provenience units available for 

seriation. This is in accord with a subsistence basis of hunting 

and gathering on a local level, with no exte~ influence on population 

size ... 

The Bay II horizon lasts from approximately 0 to A.D. 1100 

with its max:i.lmm1 circa A.D. 550. The chief indicator is the emergence 

of most Glades Series decorated types, dominated by Key Largo Incised. 

There is a proliferation of incised designs limi. ted to zones just 

belCM the vessel lips on the local Glades paste. This mode of 

decoration, incision, and the designs appear to be local innovations 

rising out of the previous Fort Drun types, with the possibility that 

Opa Locka Incised was already established. GrO\fth and decline of local 

region ceramic design integrity is represented throughout. Local 

population expansion is also represented throughout, indicated by 
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vertical elongaticn. Along with the strength of ceramic tl'aditions 

and population expansion, contact with the St. Jolms region becomes 

minimal, replaced by contact with regions participating in the Belle 

Glade cu1 ture. 

'Ihe peak of this horizon circa A.D. SSO corresponds 

approximately to the population peaks of cultures econ.amically based on 

com agriculture in the Okeechobee region (Sears 1971:326-9) and 

tentatively so in the Boca Raton region on the Atlantic Coast (Furey 

1972:94-96). The increase in sites usable in the chronology from five 

during the Bay I horizon, to fifteen during the Bay II horizon, signals 

substantial population increase if not a relative explosion. This is 

a model situation for application of the tenet put forth by V. G. 

OU.lde that population increase without migration can only be accounted 

for by an increase in the nutritional value and voltDDe of a subsistence 

base. The increase of subsistence base allows infant mortality to 

decline with the added consequent of cU.lowing those surviving to live 

longer (Childe 1945:111). 

· The postulated population increase in the Bay Area coincident 

with com agriculture in the Okeechobee region poses the proposition 

that the former is linked to the latter. The evidence for trade in 

ceramics that is clear in the Bay I horizon is clouded. fbrever, the 

postulation of trade in shell for implements, as raw material or 

finished goods, in exchange for com, by the basket-full or canoe

load, is heavily indicated by the presence of copious moounts of marine 

shell at sites in the Okeechobee region (Willey 1949a:52-3; Steinen 

1971: 74). At the Fort Center Site this is indicated by the foll<Ming: 
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''Extensive amounts of broken canch shell indicates that they were 

available in large quantities • • • by reason of the great variety of 

tools and other objects made from their shell, the conch lJilSt have been 

of great i.Dportance to the cnummity'' (Steinen 1971: 74). Other marine 

materials of i.Dportance to these people were shark's teeth (Steinen 

1971:11). There is some problem with deriving these materials from 

the Bay Area through the record, such as the quote, ''lhe occurrence of 

conch shell tools outside the Gulf Coast area seems to be extremely 

limited or non-existent" (Steinen 1971:89). HcMever, with the evidence 

from Da 148 and Mo 12 the writer feels that this issue could use 

reconsideration. A useful tool would be knc:Mledge of the prehistoric 

distribution of the various conchs utilized as raw material. 

The possibility of com agriculture itself mving to the Bay 

Area remains one that cannot be dealt with at present due to the 

widely held opinion that it simply did not occur there. This asslUIIption 

cones from various sources in the early historic record that are vague 

on this point. It might be added that pertinent palynological evidence 

is nc:Mhere in the record. None of the other artifactual evidence that 

accaupanies com agriculture is present either. This may be because 

artifacts usable in the preparation of com were of wood as at the 

Belle Glade Site (Pb 40) (Willey 1949a:l37, pl.13) or the Fort Center 

Site (Steinen 1971:35). This would allQol for the poorer preservation 

qualities of the Bay Area. The position here is that com agriculture 

may have occurred on a garden level supplenenting the subsistence 

pattern of htmting and gathering extant from Bay I, without replacing 

it during Bay II. This position is admittedly tentative, but the 
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writer sees nothing that would preclude its possibility if future work 

were done in a JllaJUler sui ted to settleDEnt of the question. 

The Bay II horizon represents times of ceramic innovation and 

consolidation on a local level as shown in the originality and strength 

of ceramic designs. Contact shift from the St. Jolms region to the 

Clteechobee region, and the apparent participation in the population 

grarth processes characterized by the latter, serve to provide evidence 

of a subsistence basis for a peak of local development not matched 

during the earlier and later Bay horizons. 

The Bay III horizon lasts from approximately A.D. llOO to 

1800 with its maximum circa 1450. It is indicated by the resumption 

of contact with the St. Johns region shown by the presence of St. Johns 

Check Stamped pottery. Influence from the central Gulf Coast is 

indicated by the acceptance of rim tooling on the local Glades paste 

and various trade sherds. A further indication is the demise of the 

locally inspired incised types of the Bay II horizon. These trends 

reflect those in the Okeechobee region, a1 though at a somewhat later 

date. Willey for his Belle Glade II period for the Belle Glade Site, 

roughly correspondent to Bay III here, notes "the sudden appearance of 

Biscayne (St. Johns) Dleck StaJilled and the occasional finds of ••• 

pottery styles of the northwest and central Florida Gulf Coast. n Also, 

"Glades (Bay) decorated types drop out" (W~lley 1949a:71). Additionally 

notable is the closing down of the Okeechobee region ceremonial complex 

at Fort Center between A.D. 500 and 900 (Steinen 1971:7). The latter 

does not signal a shift in com agriculture subsistence (Steinen 1971: 

10), but probably influence of the cereroonial traditions that 

acconpanied the construction of large mol.Dld COJ11>lexes on the northwest 
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Gulf Coast and ii1. the St. Johi1S region. 

This horizon is one of loss of ceramic design integrity in the 

Bay Area where local designs disappear. They were replaced by new 

design teclmique in the case of Glades Tooled, and by change in paste 

and decorative tedmique in the case of St. Johns Checked Stamped 

pottery. However, the decline in local ceramic integrity appears to 

have no influence on the population increase signaled during the 

Bay II horizon, and itcontinues during Bay III. 
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In s\mllll3.tian, the chronology represents three horizons of 

ceramic development in the Bay Area superimposed on an early basic 

tradition. To date, evidence for pre-ceramic occupation is scant. 

Through the fiTSt horizon a hunting and gathering economy by a small 

population is demonstrated, with postulated trade in shell implenents 

for St. Jolms region potteyY. Locally developed ceramic decoration 

appeaTS for the fiTSt tire. The second horizon deliDilStrates a change 

in subsistence base that allc:MS for a population increase with the 

postulation of trade of shell material for com with the Okeechobee 
' 

region. Further postulation is made .of com .agriculture of a 

supplenental nature being added to the basic hunting and gathering 

econo~ of the fiTSt horizon. The JII)St apparent phenomenon is the 

appearance of a strong local integrity in ceramic decoration. The 

third horizon demonstrates continuation of population growth. 

However, the ceramic design integrity of the second horizon is lost 

to influences from stronger tra.di tions on the Gulf Coast and in the 

St. Jolms region. 
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aM>ARATIVE SERIATIONS 

Seriation charts for comparative purposes come from the Gold 

Coast region (Furey 1972:36) and Everglades region (Kennedy and 

Hoffman 1966:seriation graph). Comparisons with both required 

adjustnents of the data to fit procedures used for the Bay Area chart. 

Material from the Gold Coast region was reexamined and Opa Locka 

Incised was reclassified as Key Largo Incised. Dunn's Creek Red is 

apparently red-slipped St. Johns Plain. As with Glades Red under 

Typology, it was added to the Plain type. These adjustments did not 

alter the patterns of the . chart. 

Adjustments for the Everglades region material required more 

radical treatnEnt. The appearance of large amounts of Goodland Plain 

and a little Goodland Red caused a very small amomt of St. Johns 

Plain to gain real stature as outlined under Typology. An insignificant 

amomt of Glades Red was dropped, as Glades Plain was not plotted. It 

should be noted that Glades Plain plays much the same role here as in 

the Bay Area under Seriation Data (Kenned-y: personal cOiiiiitu-rl.cation). 

The nature of these corrbinations was not such that would alter the 
' 

patterns of the chart. 

There is no dating scheme on the Everglades region chart. The 

one applicable to the Gold Coast region was taken from an mpublished 

manuscript by J. W. Griffen (Furey 1972:34), and apparently predates 

the one used for the Bay Area chart. Glades I nms all the way to 
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A.D. 800 and Glades II is only 400 years long. At my rate, the 

chronology for the region appears right if not according to a lt(,lades" 

scheme. It must be remenbered that the long range pw:pose, of which 

this work is only a beginning, is that there be no more generalized 

"Glades" anything. 

Gold Coast Region 

The Gold Coast seriation demonstrates initial occupation of the 

region circa A.D. 500. This is in accordance with the population 

growth maximum from 0 to A.D. 6-700 in the Okeechobee region, and 

sh\lrtly before the Bay II horizon maxinrum circa A.D. 550. Noticeably 

absent is the early St. Johns horizon demonstrated in the Bay Area and 

Everglades region. As an intennediate region between the Bay Area and 

the St. Johns region, this horizon would be expected to show up if 

the Gold Coast region had been occupied during its presence. This is 

further evidence for the accuracy of Furey's dating scheme, indicating 

occupation at a later date. Due to problems in correlating the text 

to the chart in Furey's report, the writer feels that an interpretation 

of the chart should be made first, and then sOIJE notes on the text. 

The earliest pottery type represented on the chart is a small 

amount of Belle Glade Plain followed by a rapid increase that suggests 

migration of peoples from the Okeechobee region where it was gaining in 

popularity to the Atlantic Coast. This would have taken place during 

the population expansion induced by the utilization of com agriculture 

as a subsistence ·base in the Okeechobee region. Glades Plain appears 

slightly later and in relatively smaller amounts, but increases at the 

expense of Belle Glade Plain throughout the seriation. Shortly 
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aftel'Ward, contact with the Bay Area is further indicated by the 

presence of Opa Locka Incised (reclassified Key Largo Incised) pottery. 

Contact with the Gulf Coast across the Okeechobee region is demonstrated 

by the appearance of Englewood Incised pottery. It appears to the 

writer that, to this point, the chart suggests establishment of 

occupation from the Okeechobee region, and then increasing contact 

with the Bay Area during the latter part of the Bay II horizon. 

The problem to be noted is that, although Furey's dating scheme 

bears this out, his text confuses the issue. In establishing his 

chronology for the span of time from A.D. 500 to 1200, to which the 

above roughly refers, he devises a Period I and Period II -early and 

late. The real problem is the consideration of Period I as 

"characterized by the utilization of Glades Plain ceramics" when none 

appear on the chart at that tine. His Period II -early, characterized 

by "utilization of Belle Glade Plain, with Glades Plain being a minor 

c:cmponent" (Furey 1972:35); and II-late, "characteri-zed by the presence 

of a variety of incised fonns (Furey 1972:39) are borne out nicely by 

the chart. fbiever the text reads, the relationships of the Gold 

Coast region to the Bay ~a and Okeechobee region are clear in the 

framework discussed under Type Distributions and above. 

There is no problem with the upper units of the chart that 

indicate continued expansion of Glades Plain and decline of Belle Glade 

pottery. During a Gold Coast III period the region participates in 

the late St. J~ influence of the Bay III horizon and Willey's Belle 

Glade II. This is indicated by the appearance of Surfside Incised 

pottery foll~ed closely by St. Johns Plain and Check Stamped. The 
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indication here is the sane as that noted for the Bay Area of a shift 

of major contact away fran the Okeechobee region to the St. Jolms 

region and Bay Area under Type Distributions. 

A brief s\.UIIIIary of the Gold Co '1St -regi.on n.eCE'ssi tates an 

explanation of why it was not occupied as early as the Bay Area and 

Okeechobee region. This may have been due to the marginal nature of 

the envircJIUJent of the Atlantic Coastal ridge. With the exception of 

estuarine zones that could provide shellfish 7 preagricul tural occupations 

would have had little on which to subsist. The ecology of the top of 

the ridge away from the coast is such that it was possibly never 

productive enough to support a hunting and gathering population even 

where the ridge narrows dam in the Bay Area (Goggin MS) • Sites along 

the ridge are located either at the limited nUIIber of river mouths on 

the eastern side, or on the western marshy "sawgrass country'' side. 

(Goggin MS; Sears: personal cOIIDIIUl1i.cation). Except for the meager 

Glades Plain occupation at the mouth of the prehistoric Spanish River 

indicated in Furey's text, bu~ not on his seriation chart; the region 

appears to require the increased margin of nutri tiona! productivity 

provided by com agriculture to be habitable to any extent. 

With the migration to the coast from the Okeechobee region and 

the advent of postulated com agriculture, the Gold Coast region bec0100s 

habitable on some sort of scale. Contact is established shortly after 

this with the Bay Area, after the peak of the Bay II horizon, although 

the primary contact remains with the Okeechobee region. The Gold Coast 

may have been a source for some of the marine material occurring in 

sites there. Contact shifted from the Okeechobee region to the St. 
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Joh..!'I..S region during the Bay III horizon and GOld Coast III periocL 

This is indicated by the appearance of Surfside Incised pottery and 

ccnt:inued increase in Glades Plain pottery, with St. Johns pottery 

appearing and Bell~ Glade pottery declining later in the Bay III 

horizon and Gold Coast III period. It is interesting to note here 

that Glades Tooled pottery does not appear in the Gold Coast region. 

lhis would be in keeping with postulation that it was localized to 

the Bay Area, and received the stimulus to rise from a happenstance 

during the Bay II horizon to a major type during the Bay III horizon 

from the Gulf Coast through the Everglades region. 

Everglades Region 

With the above adjustments noted, the Everglades region is 

sanewhat easier to deal with than the Gold Coast region. The seriation 

chart shows clear correspondence to the scheme of the Bay Area with 

the exception of the performance of certain types that show more or 

less strength, or a few that are unique to the region, coming in from 

the southwestern Gulf Coast. With this in mind, and the lack of a 

chronology for the Everglades region, a tentative one will be set up 

here, awaiting further work. 

At present the scheDE of three separate horizons for the Bay 

Area can be adopted under the designations Everglades horizons I, II 

and III, with a slightly different cast of types. Pemaps, as the 

authors suggest (Kennedy and Hoffman 1966: 17) this is the real "Glades 

Area." HCMever, .tmtil it does stand up, the prefix Ever- will be 

assiduously adhered to. 

Everglades I corresponds to Bay I. It is an eariy St. Johns 
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Plain pottery horizon. 'Whether this influence came in from the east 

through the Bay Area, or the west via the Goodland Point Site (Cr 45) 

where Goggin dubbed it Goodland Plain, as discussed tmder Typology, 

is a DDOt point until further work is done in the Everglades region. 

From the considerations of past archaeologists, an iDmediate answer 

would be from the west, but the results of the Bay Area chronology 

make this questionable. Attendant types of this horizon are Sanibel 

Incised, definitely. from the west coast, and Gordon's Pass Incised 

likewise, although slightly later in time as demonstrated in seriation 

by William H. Sears at the Turner River Site (Cr 2) (1956:54). Of 

local origin is the appearance of Cane Patch Incised defir.ed by 

Goggin (MS) and still sODEWhat of a mystery, although it appears to be 

restricted solely to the Everglades region and limited to Everglades I. 

Possible eastern influence is indicated by the appearance of Fort Dnun 

Incised without Fort Dnml Punctate. The origin of this type to the 

east, contra.IY to presently accepted theories of origin, is a machination 

of the writer discussed under 1Ype Distributions. There is sOJJE 

indication of the presence of Opa Locka Incised during the Everglades I 

horizon. This would support its appearance with the Fort Dn.un types 

in the Bay Area at this early date. However, as noted under Type 

Distributions, the writer is not sure of this early position in the 

Bay Area. In any event, if further work does confim the early 

appearance, it should also indicate something rore about its origin. 

Until further clarification, the position taken above stands. 

The close of Everglades I is signaled by the appearance of the 

major Everglades II horizon type, Key Largo Incised. It is accompanied 

by Miami Incised, peaking slightly sooner than Key Largo Incised as in 
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t.~ Bay J..:rea. There is a smattering of Belle Gla.U. Pla:in. bLrt not 

enough to deJimlStrate contact with the Okeechobee or Gold Coast regions 

to any significant extent. Glades Tooled appears sporadically as in 

the Bay Area, but in greater strength. The suggestion that this type 

reaches the Bay Area through stimulus diffusion from the west coast 

through the Everglades region is based on these appearances and the 

lack of it in the Gold Coast region. However, Willey reports it from 

the Belle Glade Site as Glades Plain, so there is no evidence for its 

importance there. It should be noted that it never attains the peak 

of popularity in the Everglades III horizon that it does during 

Bay III. The rest of the infonnatian comparing Bay-II. and Everglades 

II is negative. Of the Bay Area incised types, Dade Incised never 

shows up, but then its presence in the Bay Area is scant. 

The Everglades III horizon is indicated by the decline of Key 

Largo Incised, the finn onset of Surfside Incised, and the local 

development of Plantation Pinched. St. Johns Check S~d never made 

wch of a showing as in the Bay Area and in the Gold Coast region, and 

Glades Tooled does not appear firmly representative throughout the 

horizon. It falls to Surfside to represent Everglades III, with the 

negative infonnation that the decline in any fonn of pottexy decoration 

in favor of Plain pottexy provides. The latter is characteristic of 

the lower Gulf Coast during the times that are represented by 

Everglades III. 

In sUJJJDation, Everglades I, II, and III horizons, for the ~· 

present, are chronologically cotenninous with the Bay I, II and III 

horizons, awaiting further work. Everglades I seems to be a horizon 
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of !!!b'..ed contacts wi t..n bot..n the Bay A.-rea to the east and the lower 

westem Gulf Coast. There is also same indication of local ceramic 

development. Everglades II ceramics appear to be dominated by those 

of the Bay A:rea during the Bay II horizon of strength in integrity of 

ceramic designs. Everglades III appears to signal a shift to contact 

with cultures to the north and west on the Gulf coast that did not 

participate in the St. Jolms region influenced horizons of Belle 

Glade_ II_ in the Okeechobee region, Gold Coast III in the Gold Coast 

region, and Bay III in the Bay A:rea. Also noted for Everglades III 

is the resumption of some local ceramic development after the eclipse 

by the Bay A:rea during Bay II and Everglades II. 
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COOCLUSION 

One aim of this paper has been to caupose, present and interpret 

a chronology for the ceramic continuum of the Bay Area. Another has 

been to examine associations of the ceramic material involved to that 

from the adjacent Everglades and Gold Coast regions. However, the 

basic aim has been to demonstrate the feasibility of development of 

ceramic areas as bases for allture areas .within what has long been known 

as the Glades Archaeological Area. It has been noted that a ceramic 

continuum is not a cultural continuum, but a means for future 

e ·.ucidation of one. It is hoped that the developnent of the Bay I, 

II and III horizons in the Bay ceramic tradition will provide future 

students of the Bay Area with a useful tool for the examination of 

the cultural processes at work behind the ceramic continuum. It is 

further hoped that deDDnstrated associations with adjacent Everglades 

and Gold Coast regions will provide a foundation for future work 

toWard s'ttldy and understanding of the cultural processes at work 

behind continua of apparently different ceramic areas. 
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